JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
Monday, November 2yd.
Sisters Campion dined here Saturday. They explained that
there were only 60 soldiers at Frinton, and that they had a
tremendous lot done for them in the way of entertainment and
comforts. They said, however, that after quitting the social
club at night — cocoa, etc. — the men could go to their canteen
and get drunk.
Almost laid up with a liver attack this week-end.
Tuesday, November ztfh.
The mater died unconscious yesterday at noon. The telegram
awaited us when we came back from tea at Mrs. Tollinton's at
Tendring yesterday. Cold upstairs room, with bedroom grate
— a bedroom used as a secondary drawing-room. Three great
windows. I got near the morsel of fire. Mrs. Tollinton mdre,
a widow with cap. The wife's sister in black, with a nervous
habit of shrugging her shoulders as if in amiable protest or
agreement with a protest or a humorous comment.
Friday, November
M. and I went down to Burslem for the mater's funeral on
Tuesday afternoon.
The mater died about i p.m. on Monday.
I learnt from Jennings that the 'last journey' had to be
' the longest ', i.e. corpse must always go longest way to cemetery.
I asked why. He sniggered : " So as to prolong the agony, I
suppose." Real reason nowadays and for long past must be
ostentation. We naturally altered this.
Walk down town. Some bricks dry before others. Prominent
yellow painted stone-facings of Macintyres. Abolition of most
crossings in Waterloo Road, to disgust of residents. I saw new
Coliseum theatre. New window in Mr. Povey's side-room at
top of Church St. Church St. was cleaner and better kept.
Funeral. Too soon. Orange light through blinds in front
of room. Coffin in centre on 2 chairs. Covered with flowers.
Bad reading, and stumbling of parson. CEche's and halting
prayer. Small thin book out of which parson read. In dim
light, cheap new carving on oak of coffin seemed like fine oak
carving. Sham brass handles on coffin. Horrible lettering.
Had to wait after service for hearse to arrive. Men hung their
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